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Improved Reliability in Amorphous Silicon Thin Film Transistors
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Kokubunji' TokYo 185' Japan
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The threshold voltage shift of a-Si TFT's for various fabrication conditions is
discussed. The fabrication conditions have been optinized to obtain an inProved a-Si
/SiN interface and deposition tenperature is'chosen betreen 300t and 3608 in con-

trast to a conventional range of 200-300C. Estination of the threshold voltage shift
of our optimized samples is as low as -0.7V for a negative voltage stress of 20V for a

supposed Iifespan of 104 hours operation. This is quite acceptable for an LCD Pane}.

1. Introduction
Recently, there has been considerable anount

of study on anorPhous silicon thin fih transis-

tors(a-Si TFT's) for application to active natrix
Iieuid crystal display panels, whose features are

feasibility of full-colored display' Ioc porer

consunption, lightueightr etc. Sone of the advan-

tages of a-Si TFT's are good seitching character-

istics, capability of large area depositionr

reproducibility, and a lou tenPerature fabrication
process. Our a-Si TFT's achieve a hish ratio of

Ion/Ioff exceeding ? orders of nagnitude rith a

subthreshold slope as steep as 0.3V/decade. It
has been shorn that these values are sufficient
for a suitching natrix application[l].

Horever, the instability of a-Si TFT's' i.e.,
the threshold voltase (Vt) shift during their
operationr still Poses a serious problen. This

instability has been investigated in various

stress voltage conditions. Above all, it has been

found that the Vt shift is nainlv caused bv applv-

ing the gate voltbge. The auount of Vt shift
( A Vt) as a function of tine and tenPerature in

addition to the gate bias has also been studied.

These dependences have been fornulated'and used to

estinate the A Vt after a certain oPerating tine'
e.g.r 10t hours[2].

It has been sugeested[3] that the suality of

interface betceen a-Si and silicon nitride(Sitt) or

D-1 1-3

the density of charge trap levels atlnear the

interface plays an inPortant role in the Vt shift.
Ue have found that the fabrication condition of

a-Si TFT's is closely related to the interface
quality.

In this paPer' re rePort the optinization of

fabrication conditions to reduce the A Vt by

inproving the i-nterface quality betceen a gate

insulator of SiN and a-Si. AIso, the estirate of

the threshold voltage shift of such optirized a-Si

TFT's is presented.

2. Experinent

The cross-sectional vier of a-Si TFT's is
shorn in Fig.l. The configuration of IFT's hag a

botton gate staggered structure rith a Sate insu-

Iator of SiN. 0n the glass substrates, both SiN

and a-Si filn are deposited in an rf glor dis-

charge of a gas nixture of SiHe-NH"-N, and that of

SiH4-Hz, respectively. Deposition is carried out

at a substrate teuPerature betceen 200t and 420C.

The threshol-d voltage is defined as the gate

voltage at the iniersection of extraPolation of

the saturation region in the y'Id vs. Vg curve as

well as the voltage at which drain current corre-

sponds to soue valuee €.g., 30nA. The anount of

Vt shift is neasured as the difference of Vt in
before and after applying the stress voltage to
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FIG. 1. Cross-sectional viec of a-Si TFI.

the TFT's. The stress gate vott"e" is betreen
-30V and 30V. The drain voltage has little
relation to the Vt shift and is set to 0V. Before
each neasurelent of the A Vt, threshold voltage of
a-Si TFT's is initialized by thernal annealing at
180C for 30 ninutes. This initialization proce-

dure can be applied to the sane sanple nore than
ten tines without deteriorating the device charac-
teristics. Since anorphous silicon has hish
photoconductivity, all the reasurenents are
carried out in the dark rhere the influence of
photo-induced carriers are negligible [4].

3. Results

3.1 Vt Shift of a-si TFT,s

Figure 2 shocs the Id vs. Vg characteristics
of a-Si TFT's before and after dc gat.e bias stress
of -10V and 20V for 400 hours. Uhen a positive
(negative) sate bias is applied to the TFT, s, the
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Vt is positive(negative), rhich inplies that the
Vt shift of a-Si TFT's is lainly due to the charge

trapping into a gate insulator of SiN[5]. The

threshold voltage shift as a functi.on of various
stress conditions has been investigated, and as

for the dc bias stressr the results can be

sunnarized in the follocing fornula,

A Vt- o .vs F. (tor(t)/ .exp(- A E/kT), (1)

rhere Vg is the stress gate bias, t the operation
tine of a-Si TFT's, T the absolute tenperature,
k the Boltznann's constant, AE the activation
energy for charge trapping process and a 1 F , and

'l the constants.
In the stress conditions between roon tenper-

ature and 100t, the value of AE has been 0.3eV

for both positive and negative gate bias. The

constant o depends on the fabrication conditions.
The value p has been found to be 1.? for Vg)0
and is 4 for VsS0. It has been confirned that .l

is equal to 2 for both signs of gate voltage up to
?'000 hours. The values of these constants
besides u did not scatter fron run to run.

Constant has different values for positive
gate bias stress and negative bias stress. It is
desirable to lower u for a negative bias, since
the voltaee shift under a negative bias plays a

greater role than that under a positive bias rhich
is a pulsed stresslZ]. The lorered a, value to
realize inproved reliability in TFT, s is obtained
as described later.

3.2 0ptinization of Fabrication Conditions
Hieh quality of the a-Si/SiN interface is

necessary to inprove the reliability in a-Si TFT's.
To achieve this, the optinization of fabrication

condition has been proved to be effective. Partic-
ularlyr two ways of optirization rere developed.
First, the volune ratios of Nz and NHs to SiHe in
depositing chanber has been found to have a great
influence on the Vt shift under stress. As the
volune ratio NHa/SiH4 or N5/SiH" is increased, the
A Vt decreased sharply and the variation of the
A Vt becones snall gradually. This is interpreted
as to rhat extent stoichionetry in SiN is achieved,
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FIG. 3. Dependence of Vt shift on a-Si deposition

tenperature for 1'000 sec TFT operation.

nhich neans the densities of trap levels are

caused by the dangling bonds of Si atons in the

silicon-rich SiN filn. Consequently, fron the

point of vier of reliability, the volune ratios of

naterial gases are inPortant factors.
Secondlyr o lror€ inPortant factor to attain

hish reliability is the deposition tenperature.

In contrast to a supPosed optinun a-Si dePosition

tenperature around 200-230t, it has been found

that a tenPerature range higher than 3008 is a

good choice as far as reliability is concerned.

Figure 3 shors the Vt shift after 11000 sec TFT

operation as a function of a-Si deposition tenPera-

ture. Reduction of the voltage shift is aPParent

in a range higher than 300t for both signs of

gate bias voltage. Figure 4 shors the dependence

of drain current on deposition tenperature. The

on current (Vg=10V) decreases and the off current
(Vs=-5V) increases as the tenperature rises above

360t. Belot this tenPeraturer a sufficient ratio
of lon/Ioff can be obtained indicating an oPtinuu

tenperature range betceen 300t and 360t.
This tenperature effect is sPeculated to be due to

the reduction of the trap densitv at the a-Si/SiN

interface by thernal annealing.

By the optinization described abovei, the u

value for the negative gate bias is lonered to
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FIG. 4. Dependence

current(Vg=-5V) on

of on current (Vg=10V) and off
a-Si deposition terperature.

less than one fifth the previous one[Z], that is'
?.5x10 a. The Vt shift for long ten oPeration

rith a negative dc voltage of 20V can be estiuated

fron the AVt for 1'000 sec by Eq. 1. For the

sanples fabricated at a deposition terPsrature of

320Cr the calculated shift is as lor as -0.?V

after 104 hours oPeration.

The threshold voltage shift of TFT's on the

LCD panel can be estinated as follovs. For the

LCD panel rith N gate scanning lines, TFT's are

under posj-tive bias for l/N of oPeration tile and

under negative bias for alnost the entire tine.
In the case N=1r000, a gate pulse height of 20V'

a signal pulse of 20V fron Peak to Peakr and 10o

hours operation tiner'rhich are considered as

reasonable values for nornal use of an LCD' TFI's

are under a positive bias of 20V for 10 hours and

a negative bias of 20V for alnost the entire tine

in 10a hours operation. The estirate of total
threshold voltage shift can be obtained as the sur

of the A Vt for negative and positive bias. For

our optiuised a-Si TFT's fabricated at a dePo-

sition tenperature of 300-360tr the sun is less

than lV as shocn in Fig. 5. For the LCD rhich can

display gray gcale, the total A Vt is estiuated to

be- betceen the above sun and the A Vt for the

positive bias(the shaded region in Fig. 5), rhich

is also less than lV.
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FIG. 5. Estination of Vt shift after 104 hours
operation vs. a-Si deposition tenperature.

4. Conclusions

The threshold voltago shift of a-Si TFT's for
various fabrication conditions has been optinized
to improve the quality of the a-Si/SiN interface.
The optinun deposition tenperature range is
betreen 300t and 360U. The Vt shift of our
optinized sanple has been estinated to be less
than 1V after a supposed lifespan of 10. hours,
rhich is quite an acceptable value for LCD panels.
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